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s/mime allows you to digitally sign your email. microsoft 365 message encryption does not. this is an added perk for s/mime certificates because
recipients can verify the email is coming from you and not just know that the email was encrypted. this gives them greater peace of mind
knowing that youre not an imposter sending them an encrypted (and potentially malicious) email. hive operators breach systems through
phishing emails with malicious attachments. we also observed microsoft exchange as a possible entry point for hive ransomware based on our
detection of the same post-exploitation scripts that can be found in the technique used to exploit proxyshell-related vulnerabilities. these
vulnerabilities were identified as cve-2021-31207, cve-2021-34473 and cve-2021-34523. data encryption isn't just for technology geeks; modern
tools make it possible for anyone to encrypt emails and other information. encryption used to be the sole province of geeks and mathematicians,
but a lot has changed in recent years. in particular, various publicly available tools have taken the rocket science out of encrypting (and
decrypting) email and files. gpg for mail, for example, is an open source plug-in for the apple mail program that makes it easy to encrypt,
decrypt, sign and verify emails using the openpgp standard. and for protecting files, newer versions of apple's os x operating system come with
filevault, a program that encrypts the hard drive of a computer. those running microsoft windows have a similar program. this software will
scramble your data, but won't protect you from government authorities demanding your encryption key under the regulation of investigatory
powers act (2000), which is why some aficionados recommend truecrypt, a program with some very interesting facilities, explains john naughton
in an article for the guardian. twitter: guardian
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as shown in figure 4, palo alto threat cloud analysis shows that after using a legitimated link as the link for the malicious office add-in, the threat
actors' next move was to use a zero-click attack that downloaded their malicious office add-in from a legitimate web site with a malicious file,
probably using a file transfer protocol. the file that was created by the office add-in has a malicious macro embedded in the office document

template. according to palo alto experts, if the malicious file was in the appropriate office template and was opened, it would have executed the
malicious macro, which would then download a malicious adobe flash player.swf file, which would then download the payload. the plugx worm is

an older worm and has been mostly seen in the past in compromised pcs in contexts other than cyber-espionage: it’s a network worm that
targets computers with microsoft windows software. without a reboot, the worm attempts to propagate from a local computer to other machines
on the network. the worm goes in search of files on the same computer with the same file suffix as its attack executable and executes the file.
the first stage of the worm is to copy itself to a file with the.vbe extension, which is then double-spaced and then saved as a macro. this file will
be saved as normal.dotm on all infected computers. normal.dotm is a microsoft word template and contains macros that are used to produce a
microsoft word document. practical symmetric encryption (pse) technology is a decryption engine that can be used across a range of encryption
technologies, including s/mime. it has been incorporated into the technology of the leading encryption software solutions. pse is the engine that

unlocks your protected personal information stored in email. 5ec8ef588b
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